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Overview

 Introduction to the IEA and its Energy Data Centre

• Why is data important to policy

• What information is needed to understand energy efficiency and 
renewables?

 Collection of energy efficiency data - summary

 Collection of renewables data - summary



The IEA and its Energy Data Centre
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The IEA

Formed  in 1973 in wake of oil embargo with mission to promote member country energy security –
autonomous agency of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

30 member countries
Asia Pacific: Australia, Japan, Republic of Korea and New Zealand
Americas: United States, Canada, Mexico (since Feb 2018)
Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czech Rep, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom
European Commission also participates in the work of the IEA
Chile are in the process of accession to become members of the IEA
China, Indonesia, Thailand, India, Morocco, Brazil and Singapore are countries in Association

Decision-making body: Governing Board - Consists of member country representatives
Under the Governing Board, several committees are focusing on each area
Secretariat: Staff of around 260, mainly energy experts and statisticians

Modernisation and Open door policy started in 2015
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Role of the statistics team

From 4 year IEA statistics strategy, first produced in 2016

Mission
To be the premier source of worldwide energy statistics 

Goals/Objectives
• To provide the statistics needed to support the mission of the Agency and all members
• To be a global reference in the methodological work on energy statistics 
• To provide and further develop comprehensive global energy statistics and enhance 

their dissemination to inform debate and facilitate advancements in energy policy
• To improve countries ability to produce energy stats, through training and cooperation, 

with a particular emphasis on association countries 
• Raise the profile of statistics and statisticians and highlight the relevance to policy 

making
• To provide opportunities for staff to develop skills and experience
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Total primary energy supply (TPES) by region
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Data collection at the IEA: the road to global outreach

• IEA collects data from 150 countries, on a voluntary basis for all non-OECD countries

NON-OECD

IEA

Non IEAOECD

Association

Rest

演示者
演示文稿备注
At the IEA Ministerial meeting in November 2015, the Joint Ministerial Declaration Expressing the Activation of Association formally welcomed China, Indonesia and Thailand as Association countries of the IEA. The activation of Association marked an important milestone in the IEA’s engagement worldwide, reflecting several years of concerted efforts on the part of IEA member countries, partner countries and the Secretariat, and opening doors to a new era of international energy co-operation. In October 2016, the IEA welcomed Singapore to join the Association just before welcoming Morocco in November.  In March 2017, India joined the IEA as an Association country.The Joint Declaration lays out the following areas of engagement between the IEA and Associate countries:Participation in IEA meetingsEnhanced collaboration on energy securityEnhanced collaboration on energy data and statisticsJoint co-operation on energy policy analysisPrioritised access to training and capacity building, energy technology network and othersStrengthened institutional ties
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OECD

• 5 annual Joint questionnaires

• Annual collection on Energy 
efficiency, RD&D and forecasts

• Quarterly questionnaire on 
prices and taxes

• Monthly questionnaire 
• Electricity
• Oil and gas (M-2)
• Oil and gas (JODI) (M-1)

• Emergency questionnaires

Non-OECD

• Voluntary

• Joint IEA/UNECE/Eurostat 
questionnaires used by some and 
growing

• Network of statistics contacts in 120 
countries

• Cooperation with international 
organisations

Data Collection by the IEA – source: direct from countries

Common objective for all  - to improve timeliness and detail of data sent to IEA
http://www.iea.org/statistics/resources/questionnaires/

http://www.iea.org/statistics/resources/questionnaires/
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IEA statistics dissemination

Annual and quarterly Publications
Fuel Information books, World energy statistics & balances, CO2 emissions…

Electronic data files
Data online service

IEA website
Atlas, Sankey flows…

Booklet
Key World Energy Statistics

Mobile App
Android, apple and windows

Free 
overviews 
from books 
saw15,000 
downloads in 
first 3 weeks
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What Support Does The IEA Provide?

Continuous 
improvement in 

data quality

Manuals

Training Capacity 
Building

Open communication 
with country sources

Uniformity 
across agencies
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Energy Statistics Manuals and guidance

Available in 10 languages Available in 3 languages

Over 170 country practices
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IEA Training and Capacity Building Overview in 2017

The IEA directly trained 594 statisticians worldwide and over 4,000 online

Association countries

Accession countries

IEA

15

398

53

45

113

164

189

20

40

40

People trained/continent

People trained/country

演示者
演示文稿备注
In 2016, we organised or co-organised 8 training events. As you can see we intensified our work in Africa but also with several Asian countries. The training on data systems and governance in Thailand reunited 189 statisticians and through two statistics training events,we exchanged with 113 chinese representatives.Globally, the IEA has trained around 600 statisticians last year. 
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Online Training: The IEA Online School Program 2017

9 webinars to cover the range of energy statistics, 
http://www.iea.org/training/ieaonlinestatisticstrainingprogramme/ieaonlinestatisticsschool2017/

Chinese launched this week
(aiming to make available in other languages (French, Spanish, Arabic, Russian) 

Module Online Video Content YouTube viewers

Data reporting

Coal Primarily for our contacts to be trained in how 
to use the Joint Questionnaires.

265

Oil 248

Gas 267

Electricity and heat 198

Renewables 218

Data analysis

Energy balances Dedicated to energy analysts. 667

CO2 215

Energy efficiency 859

Prices Energy prices and taxes Both on data collection and analysis of data. 915

Toolkit What is the difference between 
primary and secondary energy?

858

演示者
演示文稿备注
Viewers by September 7th 2017Energy Prices: 193 viewersEnergy Efficiency: 57 viewersAnnual Renewables: 89 viewersEnergy Balances : 47 viewers

http://www.iea.org/training/ieaonlinestatisticstrainingprogramme/ieaonlinestatisticsschool2017/
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Why is data important to policy
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Why do we need energy data? 

• “There is a clear need for increasing co-operation among the IEA family to 
address global challenges effectively. Raising the quality of global energy data 
and statistics also depends heavily on international co-operation”. Concept paper for 
the 2017 IEA Ministerial meeting.  

• Ministers also noted the prominence of the IEA as the world’s leading source of 
authoritative energy analysis, data and statistics Summary of the Chair, Mr. Ibrahim Baylan, 
Minister for Policy Coordination and Energy, Sweden 2017 IEA Ministerial Meeting

Energy security Production
Energy access Off grid generation

Renewables RD&D
Prices Investment

Energy efficiency/use
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Why a country needs comprehensive energy statistics

 Energy underpins all economic activity (output and transport)

 Need to ensure adequate security and understand risk to supply – be able to 
understand all flows and ability to model the future

 Provides clear understanding for investors and business

 Understanding energy use allows for efficiency, greater output at lower cost

 Required to address climate change and identify cost effective steps

 Design, monitor and evaluate policies
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How do energy statistics help policy-making?

• Do we really understand what 
the problem or issue is?

• Are you sure there is a gap?
• What policy or evidence is 

already out there & what are 
others doing in the country 
broad?

• What outcome would indicate 
success?

• Understand, quantify & analyse 
impacts,  costs, risks & benefits 
of policy options,

• Address evidence gaps & 
identify research & analysis 
required

• Verify baseline data

• Monitoring performance 
indicators and expected 
benefits

• Evaluation and reporting

• Undertake pilots & collect 
good practice

• Benchmark against other 
schemes

• Agree and put in place 
delivery arrangements 
with delivery partners and 
regulators

• Put in place policy 
monitoring, evaluation &  
reporting mechanisms
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When to Monitor and Evaluate?
1.
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work? 

How will it work?

Will it be worth 
it? 
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whom?

Why / how?

Unforeseen 
events
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Did it work? 

How & why did it 
work? 

Was it worth it? 

Who gained

Were objectives 
met?
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Example - UK Feed in Tariff 
scheme
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Energy Efficiency Appliance

Energy Efficient Appliance 
 

        Thailand Incandescent Phase-Out Scheme (2007-2010) 
16 

 

• To foster the permanent use of good quality CFLs in place of GLS 
incandescent lamps by 2010 using Energy Conservation Fund & EGAT budget 

 

Strategies 
 
 
 

Supply Side Demand Side 
 

 No mandatory enforcement 
 

 Continue voluntary endosement 
label NO. 5 program 

 
 
 
 
 

Targets in 2010: 
 

 Average market price of CFLs 
< 60 Baht (50% reduction from 120 
Baht) 

 
  60 – 70% customer satisfaction in 

price & quality of CFLs 

Give away 800,000 CFLs to 
stimulate public recognition 

 

Public campaigns & Market 
advertising 

 

Selling low-priced CFLs with 1 year 
warranty throughout the country in 
cooperation with suppliers 
participating in the program 

 
 
 
 
 Supported by Energy Conservation 

(ENCON) Fund, a Public Fund) 


        Thailand Incandescent Phase-Out Scheme (2007-2010)

16



• To foster the permanent use of good quality CFLs in place of GLS

incandescent lamps by 2010 using Energy Conservation Fund & EGAT budget



Strategies







Supply Side	Demand Side



Energy Efficient Appliance





 No mandatory enforcement



 Continue voluntary endosement label NO. 5 program











Targets in 2010:



 Average market price of CFLs

< 60 Baht (50% reduction from 120

Baht)



		60 – 70% customer satisfaction in price & quality of CFLs


Give away 800,000 CFLs to stimulate public recognition



Public campaigns & Market advertising



Selling low-priced CFLs with 1 year warranty throughout the country in cooperation with suppliers participating in the program









	Supported by Energy Conservation

(ENCON) Fund, a Public Fund)
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Energy Efficiency Appliance

Energy Efficient Appliance 
 
 

 

 Incandescent Phase-Out Scheme (2007-2010) 
17 

 
 Results to Date 

 

 Average market price of CFLs lower by 20% 
(Before: 120 Baht in 2006, After: 77 Baht in 2011) 

 

 Number of CFLs labeled no. 5 increased from average 
3 millions in 2006 to 9 millions in 2007 to 13 millions in 2008 and 10 

millions on average in 2009-2012. 
 

 Energy savings of 2,502 GWh with peak demand reduction of 386 MW 
and CO2 reduction of 1.3 million ton 
(since labeling scheme in 2008 to April 2013) 

 
 
 

 Note: 
 

 Market barrier of high initial cost of 
 

 CFLs has been gradually reduced. 
 

 Customer information and awareness 
has been widely raised. Campaign: Together in 

ti  


Energy Efficient Appliance







 Incandescent Phase-Out Scheme (2007-2010)

17



 Results to Date



 Average market price of CFLs lower by 20% (Before: 120 Baht in 2006, After: 77 Baht in 2011)



 Number of CFLs labeled no. 5 increased from average

3 millions in 2006 to 9 millions in 2007 to 13 millions in 2008	and 10 millions on average in 2009-2012.



 Energy savings of	2,502 GWh with peak demand reduction of	386 MW

and CO2 reduction of 1.3 million ton

(since labeling scheme in 2008 to April 2013)







	Note:



	Market barrier of high initial cost of



	CFLs has been gradually reduced.



	Customer information and awareness

has been widely raised.	Campaign: Together in conservation
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The impact evaluation problem

The Policy The outcome/s

 Measuring outputs is straightforward, if not simple. Outcomes / 
impacts are more difficult…

 Why more difficult? 
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Did it work? Evaluating policy impacts

 Measuring outputs is straightforward, if not simple. Outcomes / 
impacts are more difficult…

Other factors include: 
 Global, national, local trends / events 
 Other policies 
 Hotter/colder weather

The Policy The outcome/s

Other factors 
and influences
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The counterfactual (what would have happened)

• “what would have happened if you hadn’t implemented the 
policy”

• Impact evaluations provide an estimate of the impact by 
directly measuring what  has/is modelled to happen in control 
or comparison groups

• measure outcomes amongst those that do (treatment) and do not 
receive the intervention (control or comparison groups). 

• assumes the only systematic difference between groups is the 
exposure to the intervention

• Harder if the counterfactual is modelled

• It is always an estimate though – you cannot directly 
‘measure’ the counterfactual
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Policy types and challenges

Multiple policies make analysis of impact harder still

Easier

Harder

Direct implementation of one type of technology

Public information campaigns
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Designs for estimating the counterfactual

Stronger designs

Weaker designs

Randomised controlled trial

Matched comparison group designs 

Parallel trends 

Non matched groups

Modelled counterfactual
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Groups carefully matched and outcomes of interest are 
compared between the intervention group and matched 
comparison group

Matched groups

Measurements , time 1

Measurements , time 2

Intervention Group Comparison  group

Measurements , time 1

Measurements , time 2

Policy intervention

comparison

Matched

演示者
演示文稿备注
Slide first MATCHED Match groups on factors known to be relevant to the any propensity and likely degree of change in outcome measure. Done well, differences between groups is result of the policy intervention (all important differences accounted for)Easier to do than RCTs as doesn’t require so much control over who gets the intervention and who doesn’t. What to match individuals, groups, communities or areas – strongest match is at individual level AND other levels – so individuals are matched and the context in which they make their decisions is matched too. Where groups are matched on aggregate measures alone (e.g. average community levels) these may hide significant differences between the areas Analysis Average differences between time 1 and 2 within groupsWays of matching / creating comparable groupsVariables that are thought / known to be relevant  Propensity score matching: statistical technique – use model that emerges from analysis of factors influencing participation in a programme. Helpful where participation is voluntary and you want to exclude people from a control group who would have excluded themselves from participation anywayRegression discontinuity: intervention is only available to participants above and below a cut off point for eligibility (e.g. income, size of business) – effectively these are equivalentExample Evaluation of CRC is using a matched comparison (regression discontinuity design – groups defined by eligibility) and diff in diff statistical design – it’s difficult but should provide some indication of impactThreats to validity of findings: Matching (in terms of individuals, contexts) is not accurate, and so you may not be comparing like with like
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What information is needed to 
understand energy efficiency 
and renewables?
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Understanding energy consumption drivers - need to go beyond 
intensity

Decomposition of total energy demand in IEA countries

Source: IEA Energy Efficiency Market Report 2016
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The importance of energy balances…

WORLD ENERGY BALANCE2012

Supply

Transformation

Final 
consumption

Efficiencies of 
transformation 
sector

Shares of energy
consumption by 
sector

Energy intensity,
Self-sufficiency
…

Shares of 
electricity 
generation by 
source
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… and its limitations

WORLD ENERGY BALANCE2012

Coal & Peat Crude Oil Oil Products Gas Nuclear HydroGeoth/SolarComb. Ren.&Waste Electricity Heat Total

OTHER SECTORS 136.42 0.23 425.87 633.44 - - 14.37 834.05 820.32 145.22 3036.92

Residential 76.58 - 222.89 418.55 - - 6.98 805.42 395.81 97.97 2024.19

Commercial (Services) 23.30 - 107.32 173.79 - - 1.15 16.33 338.31 32.47 692.67

Agriculture/Forestry 9.57 0.02 102.97 5.58 - - 0.16 7.02 36.20 3.36 164.88

Fishing 0.01 - 5.69 0.02 - - 0.03 - 0.36 0.06 6.17

Non-specified 26.96 0.21 14.00 35.51 - - 6.05 5.28 49.64 11.36 149.01

No breakdown by end-use:

- space heating
- space cooling
- water heating
- lighting
- cooking
- appliances

What most 
countries 
collect on a 
regular basis 
is limited to 
aggregated 
levels

No breakdown 
by end-use and 
by service category No breakdown 

by type
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Going beyond the balances: what level of details for EE?

Energy /ton steel

Heating /square meters

Energy /dry process

End-use 
efficiency indicators

Process/appliance
efficiency indicators

TPES/GDP

TFC/Population

….
Aggregated
Indicators

Commonly available data: 
Energy Balances

data requirement

Significant new data are needed to build a minimum set of disaggregated 
indicators?

Detailed 
additional energy 
end use
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Indicators link activity and energy data – the reality

Linking energy use and service produced (activity)

generic
energy efficiency indicator

activity

energy consumption

3
2
0

3
5
0

3
7
0

$
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Indicators link activity and energy data – the reality

Need to understand the accuracy of both the energy and activity data – are error terms greater than 
change

Think about data in indicators

generic
energy efficiency indicator

activity + ε

energy consumption + ε

3
2
0

3
5
0

3
7
0

$
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Renewables

Three main uses of renewables: elec generation, heating, transport

Need

• Share of renewables by type

• Level 

• Growth rate

Annual growth rates of world renewables supply from 1990 to 2015 Source shares of electricity generation

Nuclear
10.6%

Hydro
16.0%

Non-hydro 
renewables 
and waste²

7.1%Coal³
39.3%

Oil
4.1%

Natural gas
22.9%

2015
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How to collect energy 
efficiency data?
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Energy Use data collection

 Maximise the use of administrative data

 Remove barriers to data sharing across gvt (survey and admin)

 Operational policy data can be really effective

 End use surveys likely to be needed covering energy consumption and 
activity data

 Plan cycles to cover residential, services, industry, transport (what time 
gap)

 Smaller survey run twice, better than one large one

 Requires funding, but having no data will cost more
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Challenges faced by countries

 Cooperation across institutions

 Need for new surveys or estimations

 Ensuring quality and consistency
 with official energy statistics
 between energy and activity data

 Delivering timely data
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The IEA Energy Efficiency Indicators (EEI) Template

Energy consumption & Activity data for:

Source: http://www.iea.org/media/statistics/topics/energyefficiency/IndicatorsQuestionnaire.xls

http://www.iea.org/media/statistics/topics/energyefficiency/IndicatorsQuestionnaire.xls
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The EEI Template – Residential (one of 4 sectors)

Energy consumption data:
- by end-use

Activity data:
- appliances stock and diffusion

- by appliance type - population, number of dwellings, … 
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Country Practices Database

A platform to share expertise worldwide:
practices are available in a searchable database. 

Share your practice!
https://www.iea.org/eeindicatorsmanual/

http://www.iea.org/eeindicatorsmanual/
http://www.iea.org/eeindicatorsmanual/
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Country Practices Database

An example of how to benefit from each other’s work

 Practices in surveying, administrative sources, 
modelling and metering across sectors

 Questionnaires and other material available

 Links to various national administrations work 
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How to collect renewables 
data?
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Renewable electricity and heat data 
collection
• Renewable electricity  (and heat)– just another form of generation, so best to collect in 

same way as all generation

• Sample frame – normally require licenses so known business, 

• Small enough to run census for each collection (possibly above a  threshold)

• Annual survey of small business or lessor fuels – have to cover all, including off-grid

• Stats need to work closely with policy to keep track of new initiatives

• Language – mapping industry phrases to statistical terms

• Feedback to business, even in mandatory survey – what's the benefit to provide 
accurate data

• Examples of Renewables data collection
- UK monthly survey or all major power producers, quarterly survey of major auto generators, 

annual survey of small generators (all generators in the UK are IPP)
- Supported with use of administrative data for renewables CHP and small scale renewables 

(mainly wind and PV) supported by policy
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End-use and energy efficiency data are vital

Energy Efficiency
 Shows by who, where and why energy is being used
 Creates the means to design cost effective policies
 Provides the means to monitor and evaluate and thus adapt

Renewables
 Identifies changes in generation mix and potential of any system issues
 Implications for transmission and distribution networks
 Implications for energy security and fuel demand

 IEA helping by: 
 Developing an international data collection good practice
 Delivering manuals, sharing practice and targeted training events
 Developing comparative data sets
 Promote use of data in policy making
 Leading with France the G20 Energy End Use initiative

“You cant control what isn’t measured”
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www.iea.org
IEA
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Additional slides – for info
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Services sector

Energy consumption data:

 Space heating*

 Space cooling* 

 Lighting

 Other building use

 Non-building use
* Temperature corrected, using  HDD & CDD

Activity data:

 Value added

 Number of employees

 Services floor area

Energy consumption by end-use, country C

Selected energy intensities, country C

# of people

Value

Surface
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Transport sector

Energy consumption data:

 Transport segment

 passenger / freight

 Transport modes

 road, rail, air, water, etc.

Activity data:

 Vehicle stocks

 Passenger-kilometers

 Tonne-kilometers

Vehicle stock

Distance 
travelled

Occupancy

Selected energy intensities, country D

Energy consumption by mode/vehicle type, 
country D

Load
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The EEI Template - Transport

Energy consumption data:
- by segment and mode

Activity data:
- segment and mode
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Residential Sector

Energy consumption data:
 Space heating*

 Space cooling*

 Water heating

 Cooking

 Lighting

 Appliances energy consumption:
 Refrigerator
 Freezer
 Dishwasher
 Clothes washer
 Clothes dryer
 TV
 Computers

* Temperature corrected, using  HDD & CDD

Activity data:

 Population

 Number of occupied dwellings

 Residential floor area

 Appliances stock and diffusion

# of people

# of dwellings
Surface

# of appliances

Energy consumption by end-use, country B Selected energy intensities, country B
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Industry Sector

Energy consumption data

 (major ISIC sub-sectors):

 Chemical

 Iron and steel

 Non-ferrous metals

 Aluminum

 Non-metallic minerals

 Cement

 Clinker

 Pulp and paper

 Pulp

 Paper

 .... etc.

Activity data:

 Value added

 Physical production

Energy consumption by 
end-use, country A

Selected energy intensities, country A

Volume

Value
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The EEI Template - Industry

Energy consumption data (by major ISIC sub-sectors, classes and products):

Activity data:
- physical production 
- value added 

(by major ISIC sub-sectors)
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Energy Efficiency: A Compelling Case to Collect Detailed Data

Index: 1990=1. Data for IEA18 (Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, 
Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, USA). Source: IEA energy efficiency indicators database. TC: Temperature Corrected. 

- 35%

+ 15%
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IEA Online Statistics School

https://www.iea.org/training/ieaonlinestatisticstrainingprogramme/ieaonlinestatisticsschool2017/
https://youtu.be/CEsuvf651vE

https://youtu.be/CEsuvf651vE
https://youtu.be/CEsuvf651vE
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Completeness, Consistency, Continuity
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Energy efficiency indicators highlights

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/energy-efficiency-indicators-highlights-2016.html

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/energy-efficiency-indicators-highlights-2016.html
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Tools to develop indicators

 Fundamentals on statistics: 
provides guidance on how to collect the data 
needed for indicators
 Includes a compilation of over 170 existing 

practices from across the world
 https://goo.gl/Y8QD1G

 Essentials for policy makers: 
provides guidance to develop and interpret 
energy efficiency indicators
 https://goo.gl/agcNg2

Both available also in Russian and other 
languages

A translation to Azeri has been done by the 
Ministry of energy of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

Being developed as on-line tools to complement 
the existing training on stats

https://goo.gl/Y8QD1G
https://goo.gl/agcNg2
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Activity data

Need to consider what data are available
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What drives energy intensity trends?

Efficiency progress and also other factors (mainly structural changes)

Source: IEA World energy balances, 2017
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